
1. Introduction

PhishDB is our proprietary anti-phishing platform, through which we provide a service that covers the entire phishing 
life cycle, from the earliest stages of an attack to the removal of phishing websites.  
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PhishDB
The Anti-Phishing Platform
Fast. Automated. Accurate.

2. Key Features

Key features of the platform and the service include:

       •   Fully automated and accurate identification of content scrapes
       •   Fully automated takedown request system
       •   Screenshots and source code of every content scrape
       •   Redirection relationship and campaign mapping
       •   Intelligence provider partnerships for comprehensive view of phishing campaigns
       •   Internet Service Provider partnerships for faster takedowns – requests sent directly to abuse teams
       •   To protect users, malicious URLs pushed to dangerous site lists, including Google Safe Browsing and APWG

Additionally:

       •   Our Threat Intelligence Portal provides access to all data related to phishing against your brands
       •   We provide historical and current metrics concerning all aspects of the phishing lifecycle
       •   Integration allows ingestion and tracking of customer-specified URLs
       •   We have a comprehensive API to allow for integration with customers’ tools and processes 

3. Benefits of our Service

Faster Takedowns

Continuous lifecycle monitoring combined with our automated takedown engine identifies malicious phishing pages 
quickly, resulting in faster takedown requests. This approach is aimed at reducing overall phishing site lifespan to 
mitigate losses, saving you time and money.

24/7 Automated Protection 

A fully automated approach ensures that active phishing pages never sit around waiting for manual human review. 
Our system operates around the clock to identify malicious phishing pages and sends takedown requests day and 
night.
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Full Redirection Tree Tracking 

The platform performs full redirection tree tracking to monitor individual redirection sources and targets of every 
individual page within a campaign, allowing us to provide you with a top-down campaign view, including all sub-pages 
and redirectors related to a specific phishing incident.

Holistic Visibility

Our Threat Intelligence Portal provides a clear overview of all relevant phishing statistics, campaigns, and active URLs 
to give you the entire picture of the current and historical phishing threat level affecting your brands.

4. Technical Description

Automated by Design

PhishDB is built from the ground up with automation as the driving force behind the product. We believe that by 
automating core processes within the platform, we can deliver faster data ingestion, threat identification, and deliver 
takedown requests more consistently and predictably than other products on the market. 

We have taken great care to ensure the system runs smoothly and efficiently around the clock, automatically handling 
URL ingestion, content scraping, metadata enrichment, page-state and brand identification, as well as takedown 
requests and follow-ups.

Human Touch

We realise that certain processes are simply better done by hand. Training the identification engine, takedown follow-
ups with trusted contacts at hosting providers, phishing kit analysis, and threat actor identification are all handled by 
security researchers as needed.

Auto-identification Engine

Core to the entire PhishDB platform is our auto-identification engine, which uses custom algorithms based on context-
triggered piecewise hashing, or fuzzy hashing. Fuzzy hashing allows us to compare two distinctly different items and 
determine a fundamental level of similarity, represented as a percentage. 

Due to the massive amount of data we have about phishing URLs and their underlying content generated by our 
continuous monitoring, we have built up and maintain a training ruleset which allows us to identify with astounding 
accuracy up to 97% of every single content scrape we come across automatically and without human intervention.
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Continuous Lifecycle Monitoring

From the moment we first observe a URL in our system, we use PhantomJS lazy-loading technology to automatically 
render the content of the URL the way a user’s browser would see it. We save a complete screenshot of the site as 
well as the source code that was presented to the browser. For brands followed by our customers, we create regular 
captures of URLs every hour. This type of monitoring gives a complete picture of how a site changes over time with 
a viewable timeline.

In the simplest of scenarios, this lifecycle will start out as an active phish against a given brand, followed by a 
suspension page after a takedown request has been sent, and continued monitoring after the fact to make sure the 
page stays offline. Many other interesting timelines can be observed, and these often provide insight into campaign 
methodologies.
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The example scenario below shows a content scrape of a URL containing an active Lloyds Bank Phish at 2020-11-24 07:45:04UTC. 
A later content scrape of the same URL contains a cPanel custom 404 page, indicating the phish has been shutdown by the 
provider  at 2020-11-24 19:06:50UTC:



Campaign and Redirection Tracking

As phishing campaigns become more advanced, the growing trend is to have a few obscured and high reputation 
phishing landing pages which are forwarded to by a sprawling and sometimes complex network of redirectors. This 
allows malicious actors to continually rotate through redirector URLs in spam campaigns so that the landing pages 
themselves are not picked up by modern spam detection engines.

Our system was designed with redirection tracking in mind, and we continuously mine and review our own content 
scrapes to map out the relationships between pages. 

This allows you to view the source pages a URL is redirected from, as well as the target pages that it redirects to. Each 
redirection target or source naturally includes its own timeline of content scrapes, which is an incredibly powerful tool 
that allows you to track entire campaigns with ease.

Additionally, our security researchers map out the individual steps that a phishing victim will be requested to complete 
whenever a new phishing kit is discovered; this will help to understand the type personal information potentially 
compromised in any given campaign. This information is added into our Campaign System along with any other 
relevant metadata, such as related domain, drop e-mail, phishing kit source code, etc. All information in the Campaign 
System is accessible within the Threat Intelligence Portal and via Maltego transforms.

Takedown Engine

Reducing the amount of time that a phishing URL stays live is key to reducing losses, and the best way to reduce the 
active lifespan is to reduce the time from detection of a malicious phish to sending the takedown request to the correct 
ISP and/or hosting provider. 

Our fully automated takedown engine, which continuously queries URLs containing active phish for our customers, 
sends templated takedown requests complete with all the relevant data the hosting provider needs to locate and 
remove the phish. 

5. Reporting Metrics

Our Threat Intelligence Portal provides a clear overview of all relevant phishing statistics, campaigns, and active URLs, 
to give you a full picture of the current and historical phishing threat level affecting your brands.

To enhance reporting and compliance benefits to our customers, we include a suite of metrics regarding phishing 
campaigns, including:

       •   Number of New and Shutdown Active Phish
       •   Average and Median Time to Takedown Request Sent
       •   Responsive Hosting Provider Shutdown Time
       •   Unresponsive/Bulletproof Hosting Provider Shutdown Time

We also feature a CSV option in our portal, so that you may export raw data to your own reports or spreadsheets. 

Our regular management reports also provide macro metrics about trends for the:

       •   Most targeted phishing brands
       •   Worst hosting providers (regarding phishing delivered from their network)
       •   Worst IPv4 and IPv6 addresses
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6. Integration

URL Ingestion / Data Source Integration

Our system takes URLs as its primary input but needs no additional context to operate effectively. From the ingested 
URLs the system forms a complete picture of their content in the form of screenshots and source code on the pages to 
decide what exists on a URL at any point in time. 

While we consume various public, private, and internally sourced URLs, some of the most relevant intelligence comes 
from analysing data provided by our customers to augment our substantial dataset. Among the possibilities for 
integration are:
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Abuse Mailbox Parsing
Abuse mailboxes where downstream customers can report suspicious mails and scams are great sources of 
intelligence, but manually analysing this data is often too cumbersome. Our automatic mail parsing solution 
allows mails to be securely forwarded to us for automated URL extraction and analysis by our phishing system. 
These mails are automatically and securely deleted from our systems after URL extraction.

Agari Integration
Customers using Agari’s email trust platform can hook up their Agari API with our phishing system, to ensure 
any URLs which are sent on behalf of a non-trusted third party but purported to be from the customer are 
automatically identified by our phishing system. This is a great source of emerging and ongoing phishing data 
when paired with our anti-phishing platform.

HTTP Referrer URLs
Another particularly effective data input to integrate is referrer URLs sourced from web logs, and these are easy 
to integrate.

API and Manual Submission
If customers prefer to do their own parsing and submission, our API is available. Manual submission is also 
available in the portal so that one-off incidents are easily handled. 

Portal Integration
PhishDB is integrated directly within our Threat Intelligence Portal, so customers already using any of our other 
services can easily switch to our phishing tab and review currently active phish, explore redirection relationships 
or screenshots, submit new URLs, or view and create reports based on the available metrics.
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7. Additional Services

We also provide these optional services: 

Phishing Kit and Threat Actor Analysis

Our researchers are available and on-hand to analyse phishing kits, attempt threat actor identification, identify e-mail 
drop locations, and perform manual campaign mapping. If you have a question about a URL or a kit, feel free to ask.

Drop data Recovery

Whenever possible, our researchers perform drop data recovery and inject it into our automated system for parsing 
and release drop data information to our customers. This means in the instances where drop data has been left behind 
by phishers and is possible to recover, you’ll get the stolen information for use in remediation or fraud prevention.
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Typo Squatting Monitor

Our Typo Squatting Monitor has been designed to rapidly detect and protect against fake domains impersonating 
an online brand. Monitoring of domain registrations is done both at the registrar level as well as via passive DNS. 
Furthermore, our solution automatically defines scores and criticality levels to understand relative risks and priorities, 
and also directly integrates with PhishDB to augment the capabilities of both products.



Overview

Get a quick overview of threats against 
your brand and relevant statistics.

Appendix: Threat Intelligence Portal

Active URLs

Dive deeper into the individual active 
URLs.
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Individual URL View with Content 
Scrapes

Check metadata including host 
information, source code, and 
screenshot of a phishing page.

Submit URLs

Submit new URLs manually to the 
system for tracking.
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Campaign System View of 
Selected Phish
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Period Breakdown

Create custom reports for any 
period, brand, and interval options 
you’d like.
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CSIS IN BRIEF

• Founded in 2003

• Leading pure-play cybersecurity services

player

• Delivering actionable and intelligence-

driven detection and response services

• Preferred partner to leading organizations

across multiple sectors

• Trusted advisor to law enforcement

agencies, government and news media

• Credited by Gartner

CSIS Security Group A/S

Head office 
Vestergade 2B, 4th floor 
1456 Copenhagen 
Denmark

UK office
95 Aldwych
London, WC2B 4JF
UK

+45 88 13 60 30 
contact@csis.com

www.csis.com 

REST ASSURED. 

OUR OFFERING

• Managed Detection & Response (MDR)

• Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI)

• Brand Protection

• Emergency Response Consulting

• Security Consulting

• Security Software


